Abstract: In a call-by-value language, representing objects as recursive records requires using an unsafe xpoint. We design, for a core language including extensible records, a type system which rules out unsafe recursion and still supports the reconstruction of a principal type. We illustrate the expressive power of this language with respect to object-oriented programming by introducing a sub-language for mixin-based programming.
Introduction
During the past fteen years there has been very active research about the formalization of objectoriented programming concepts. One of the main purposes of this research was to design operational models of objects supporting rich type systems, so that one could bene t both from the exibility of the object-oriented style, and from the safety properties guaranteed by typing. Let us be more precise here: our goal is to have an expressive language as far as object-oriented constructs are concerned with a type discipline la ML 16, 34] , i.e. implicit typing with reconstruction of a principal type, ruling out run-time errors. This goal has proven di cult to achieve, and most of the many proposals that were put forward fall short of achieving it with the exception of OCaml 30, 44] , that we will discuss later.
While the meaning of typing la ML should be clear, it is perhaps less easy to see what is meant by object-oriented . We do not claim to answer to this question here. Let us just say that, in our view, objects encapsulate a state and react to messages, i.e. method invocations, by updating their state and sending messages, possibly to themselves. Moreover, in our view, object-orientation also involves inheritance, which includes but should not be limited to, as we shall see the ability to add and rede ne methods. With this informal notion of object-orientation in mind, let us review some of the proposals we alluded to.
An elegant proposal was made by Wand 51] , based on his row variables 49], consisting of a class-based model, where classes are functions from instance variables and a self parameter to extensible records of methods, and objects are xpoints of instantiated classes, that is, recursive records. In this model invoking the method of an object amounts to selecting the corresponding component of the record representing the object. An operation of record extension is used to provide a simple model of inheritance, la Smalltalk: a class B inherits from a class A by adding to it new methods, or rede ning (overriding) some of them. Unfortunately, although its elegance and simplicity make it very appealing, Wand's model is not expressive enough. More speci cally, it does not support state changes in objects: one may override a method in an inherited class, but one apparently cannot modify the state of the object during its life-time (see for instance 2] Section 6.7.2). This is because in creating the object, the self parameter is bound too early.
Wand's model is an instance of what is known as the recursive record semantics for objects (see 21]), initiated by Cardelli 11] . Based on this idea that an object is the xpoint of an instantiated class, Cook proposed a more elaborate model 14] , where updating the state of an object is possible, by creating new objects, instances of the same class. Then a class is also recursive in Cook's model, since methods may have to call a myClass parameter. This model is operationally quite expressive, but the type theory that it uses is also quite elaborate, and does not ful l our desires, of reconstruction of a principal type. The same remark actually applies to all the object models that use higher-order types, e.g. 2, 9, 18, 20, 39] .
In another approach, due to Kamin 28] and known as the self-application semantics, an object is a record of pre-methods, that are functions of the object itself. The object is bound to self only when a method is invoked, by applying the pre-method to the object. In this way, the state of the object may dynamically be updated. In this model, which looks indeed operationally satisfactory, an object is not quite a record, since from a typing point of view, we must know that the rst parameters (that is, self) of all its pre-methods have the same type. In other words, one must have in this approach speci c constructs for objects and object types, depending on the type of self, thus di erent from record types. This has been developed in object calculi, most notably by Fisher and Mitchell 19, 20, 21] (who call it the axiomatic approach ) and Abadi and Cardelli 1, 2] , but as we already noticed, in calculi that support a rich form of inheritance, and in particular object extension, like 20], the type theory which is used is quite elaborate, and does not support implicit typing.
Object calculi claim to x the principles for objects, thus providing simple formal models, but they actually take design decisions, about inheritance in particular a concept which is still a matter of debate in the object-oriented programming community (see 48] for example). As a matter of fact, many of the proposals for an object model, including OCaml, follow this approach of designing a speci c calculus, e.g. 2, 4, 9, 20, 44] . However, there could be some bene ts from deriving object-oriented concepts from more basic principles: rst, their typing could be derived within simple, unquestionable typing systems. Second, they could be better integrated in a standard computational model, in which one could formalize and compare various approaches to objects, and get more exible object models. Furthermore, we would not have to develop speci c theories for reasoning about them.
In this paper we pursue Wand's approach, aiming at encoding object-oriented concepts by means of extensible records. One may observe that the update operation of object calculi 2, 20] is actually overloaded: it serves both in inheritance, to override methods, and in the dynamic behaviour of an object, to update the state (see 2], Section 5.2). As we have seen, the rst usage is not problematic in Wand's model, whereas the second is. Then an obvious idea is to abandon the functional update approach in favor of a rather more natural imperative update approach, as in 2, 4, 18, 44] . This means that we are in a language with references (following ML's terminology), where a call-by-value strategy is assumed for evaluation. Now a new problem arises: to build objects as recursive records one must have the ability to build recursive non-functional values, and this, in principle, is not supported in a typed call-by-value language. More speci cally, we would like to use (let rec x = N in M), where N may be of a record type. This is evaluated by rst computing a value for N, returning a cyclic binding to this value for x, and then computing M. Notice that side e ects and creation of new references arising from the evaluation of N are completed before a cyclic binding is returned. This is what we need to install the state of an object before returning its (recursive) record of methods. The resulting object model is similar to what is known as the cyclic record encoding, see 2], Sections 18.2.4 and 18.3.4 (see also 17] , which includes a discussion about how to compensate for the lack of a general xpoint).
As remarked by R my 43], a recursive record semantics of objects works ne with the let rec construct, except that this construct is unsafe. Indeed, some langages, like Scheme or OCaml, provide us with this feature, but, except for de ning recursive functions, its semantics is implementationdependent. More precisely, in computing (let rec x = N in M), it could happen that evaluating N we have to call the value of x, which is not yet computed, thus getting stuck at this point. An example, in the simply-typed call-by-value -calculus with recursion, is (let rec x = F(xV ) in ) where F is the combinator x y y and V is any typable value. One must then have means to prevent such a run-time error in order to design a safe object model from recursive records. We must point out that, although this problem of determining restrictions on recursive de nitions to ensure that they de ne something is not at all a new one, no obvious solution to our speci c problem emerges from the literature, since we have to sometimes accept (let rec x = (Gx) in M), especially when G reduces to a generator selfM 13] .
The main contribution of this paper is a solution to this problem: rst, we extend the core Reference ML language, as considered by Wright and Felleisen 52] , with let rec and operations on records, similar to the ones of Cardelli and Mitchell 12] . We then provide a type system for this language, re ning the simple typing by assigning a boolean information, 1 or 0 that we call the degree , to variables in the typing context. This degree is to be interpreted as certainly safe , or conversely possibly unsafe , for recursion. Typically, a variable occurring within a value is safe for recursion, hence may have degree 1 this is basically the standard approach, where recursion is guarded , like for instance in ( ( let rec x = (Gx) in M) to be safe, the function G must be protective . Regarding our type system, we prove the standard properties: we show that the evaluation of a typable term either diverges or returns a value, thus avoiding to get stuck in run-time errors, and, adapting a result by Jategaonkar and Mitchell 26], we show that a principal type may be computed for any typable expression. To assess the usefulness of the approach, and to illustrate the expressive power of the model, we introduce a few derived constructs for a mixin-based style of programming.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a rst section introduces the language, from an operational point of view. We characterize in particular the possible outcomes of a computation. Section 3 introduces the type system. In the next one the type safety result is established. This relies upon the fact that substituting a term of appropriate type for a variable preserves the typing; the proof of this fact is more di cult than usual, because we have to deal with degrees. In Section 5 we present the type reconstruction algorithm, and prove the principal type property. In Section 6 we introduce our sub-language for mixin-based programming, and its derived typing. We illustrate the exibility of the approach by means of a series of examples. Finally we discuss related work, and present some conclusions.
Note.
The type system presented in this paper is similar to, but not the same as the one presented in the conference version of this work 6], which appeared to be not expressive enough for the purpose of typing the object-oriented constructs presented below.
The Calculus
Assuming that a set X of variables, ranged over by x, y, z : : :, and a set L of labels are given, the syntax of our core language is given in Figure 1 , where x2X and`2L. It contains the Reference ML calculus of 52] de ning the call-by-value xpoint combinator Y as (let rec y = f:f x:yfx in y), where we use the standard abbreviations, namely x 1 : : : x n :M for x 1 : : : x n M and MN 1 N k for ( (MN 1 ) N k ), and denoting .
. by set. Free (fv) and bound (bv) variables are de ned as usual, and we denote by fx 7 !NgM the capture-free substitution. As usual we write (M ; N) for (let x = M in N) provided that x does not occur in N.
Regarding records, we use the operations of 12], denoting by hM;`= Ni the record M extended with a new eld, labelled`, with value N. As in 12], this will only be well-typed if M does not exhibit an` eld, whereas the restriction operation, still denoted (Mn`) and consisting of removing the` eld from M, will only be well-typed here if M does contain an` eld. This record calculus is equivalent to the one de ned by means of pattern matching in 26]: using abstraction on patterns, one may de ne (M:`) and (Mn`) respectively as hx;`= yiy and hx;`= yix. Conversely, the expression hx;`= yiM for instance may be written z(let x = zn`in (let y = z:`in M)). The overriding operation is denoted hM;` Ni; this is an abbreviation for h(Mn`);`= Ni. We may also de ne the renaming operation M ` `0] = (let x = M in hxn`;`0 = x:`i). We shall write h`1 = M 1 ; : : : ;`n = M n i for the record h hhi;`1 = M 1 i : : : ;`n = M n i. Now we specify the semantics of our language, de ning an evaluation relation M ! M 0 , that we also call local (or functional) reduction, which can be performed in evaluation contexts. The axioms and rules are given in Figure 2 . Here, as it is standard, we use a semantics by substitution for the let construct, and for v -reduction. This will simplify the proofs of the technical results, since we do not enter into the details of -conversion, which is a standard matter. But obviously, an implementation would rather be closer to an abstract machine description, based on environments and closures. In this case, the semantics of (let rec x = N in M) is that of Landin's imperative xpoint 29]: allocate a new address u, assign to it the value of ( xN)u and return the content of u as the value for x in M.
To describe the semantics of the imperative constructs, given by the rules for global reduction in Figure 3 , we enrich the language with a denumerable set N of names, or locations u; v; w : : :, distinct from the variables and the labels. These names are also values. A con guration is a pair S j M ] of an expression M and a store S, that is a mapping from locations to values. We use the following syntax for stores:
The value S(u) of a name in the store, and the partial operation fu . . V gS of updating the store, are de ned in the obvious way. In the side conditions of the rules for global reduction, capt(E) is the set of variables that are bound in E by a let rec binder introducing a sub-context. Let us see an example which will be the standard object-oriented example of a point . Assuming that some arithmetical operations are given, we de ne a class of unidimensional points as follows:
let point = x selfhpos = ref x; move = y((set self:pos)(!self:pos + y))i in : : :
INRIA Within the scope of this de nition, we may de ne a point object, instance of that class, by intantiating the position parameter x to some initial value, and building a recursive record of methods.
Let us de ne the xpoint operator x as follows: . 0), which may be invoked on an object, o = x(point 0 42) for instance, as o:clear(). This is the main technical point of the paper: to create objects instance of some class, we must be able to sometimes accept, sometimes reject terms of the form (let rec x = (Gx) in N), in particular when G ! selfM, depending on whether the function (with side e ects) G is protective towards its argument or not. As we mentioned in the Introduction, unsafe recursion is not tied to record computations: it already shows up in the purely functional fragment of the language.
In the type system we will use a notion of a pure expression, which is an expression that can be evaluated without producing any side e ect. In particular, evaluating a pure expression does not expand the store, and therefore such expressions have also been called non-expansive expressions. They are given by the following syntax: U .. (ii) By induction on the proof of M ! M 0 , using the previous point.
In order to establish a type safety result, we need to analyse the possible behaviour of expressions under evaluation: computing an expression may end on a value, or may go forever, but there are other possibilities in particular an expression may go wrong 34] (or be faulty , following the terminology of 52]). Our analysis is slightly non-standard here, since we have to deal with open terms. Besides the faulty expressions, we distinguish what we call global redexes and head expressions , where a variable appears in a position where it has to be evaluated, and where something has to be done with its value. 
The Type System
The aim in using a type system is to prevent run-time errors and also to provide some interesting information about expressions. Then we have to design such a system in a way that rules out faulty expressions. The annotation of type variables is not the only constraint we have to take into account in the type system: we also have to deal with constraints on degrees, that take the form of a set of inequalities p 6 where p is a degree variable and is a degree expression, built from degrees by using the ( 1 ) we borrow this terminology from Fisher 6 ; C. This notation is extended to C; C 0 in the obvious way. The constraint system, given in Figure 5 , allows us to infer judgements of the form C` :: L, which can be read is well-formed under the constraint C and is not a record type containing one of the labels in L , and of the form C` 6 , meaning that this inequality is a consequence of C.
As one can see, the only constraints on types are that in h ;`: i, the type must not contain the label`, and that one may only quantify over a type variable which does not appear in the context, which we denote by t 6 2 C. Given a set A of assertions of the form :: L or 6 , we denote by C`A the fact that all the assertions of A are provable from the constraint C.
As usual, we need the notion of an instance of a type scheme, obtained by substituting not only types for type variables, but also degrees for degree variables. Then a type and degree substitution S is a mapping from type variables to types, and from degree variables to degrees (not degree expressions), which is the identity, except for a nite set dom(S) of variables. We write S = f t i 7 ! i j i 2 I g f p j 7 !a j j j 2 J g if S(t i ) = i , S(p j ) = a j , and S is the identity otherwise. If X is a set of (type and degree) variables, and S is a substitution, then S X is the substitution that coincides with S on X, and is the identity otherwise. We denote by S( ) the result of applying the (capture-free) substitution S to the type scheme , and similarly for S( ). The composition S 0 S of substitutions is de ned as follows:
Notice that dom(S 0 S) = dom(S). In most cases, we need to ensure that applying a substitution to a type scheme results in a well-formed type. Given two constraints C 0 and C 1 , we then de ne Sub(C 0 ; C 1 ) as follows: Then for instance the standard relation of being a generic instance (see 16] ) is relative to some constraint: we write C` 0 if = (8C 0 : ) and 0 = (8C 00 :S( )) for some S 2 Sub(C 0 ; C C 00 ). The typing judgements have the form C ;?`M : , where C is a constraint, is a type ( 2 ), and ? is a typing context. This maps a nite set of variables not only to type schemes, but also to degree expressions. The idea is that with a variable x we associate an assumption about the fact that it will or will not occur in a dangerous w.r.t. recursion position. This assumption is the degree of the variable in the context 0 standing for dangerous , i.e. potentially unsafe. We also need to type locations, and therefore a context is a mapping from a nite set of variables to pairs ( ; ), written , and from a nite set of locations to types. We shall write ? typ (x) = and ? deg (x) = if ?(x) = , and similarly ? typ (u) = ? (u) . In what follows we denote by a type assignment, and by an assignment of degree expressions to variables. These are the two ingredients composing a typing context, e.g. = ? typ and = ? deg . We use the following predicate and operations on the typing contexts:
(i) let X be a set of variables. Then C` 6 ? on X if and only if ? typ = typ and C` deg (x) 6 ? deg (x) for all x 2 X;
(ii) let be a mapping from variables to degree expressions. Then we de ne the context ? as follows: (? ) typ = ? typ and (? ) deg (x) = (x).
For instance ? = if = ? typ and = ? deg . We use in particular this last notation when is x(if x 2 fv(M) then else 1), which is abbreviated into M . As usual, we let ^ denote the function de ned pointwise, by ( ^ )(x) = (x)^ (x). We also abusively write 1 for x:1, and similarly for 0. In the typing axioms, we have to check that the types involved in the judgement are acceptable. This is done by means of a proof system for judgements of the form C` , which is actually trivial: C`; C` :: ; C` C`x: ; Now let us comment on some of the rules that are presented in Figures 6 and 7. The rst one is a degree weakening rule, stating that optimistic assumptions, assigning for instance degree 1 to some variables, can always be safely downgraded. The intuition about degrees is that a variable is safe, and therefore may be assigned degree 1, basically when it occurs within a value, that is guarded by a -abstraction, and more generally when a value for it is not required during the computation.
This explains the typing axiom C ; x: 0 ; 1`x : : a value for x must be fetched, say, from the environment, to evaluate the expression x, and therefore x has degree 0. On the other hand, any other variable is not concerned with the evaluation of x, hence may be assigned degree 1. More generally, in all typing axioms we make such optimistic degree assumptions, wich can always be weakened, regarding the variables that do not occur in the typed expression.
In the rule for abstraction of x, we assume that the degree of x does not contain the^operation, but this is not a restriction, since we may always add a fresh constraint p 6 and use the weakening rule. The rule for abstraction promotes the typing context to a de nitely safe one (? 1 ), since all the variables occurring in the abstraction value are protected from being evaluated by the . ( 2 ) to simplify the presentation we do not include the usual rules of instantiation and generalization (see 16]), but they would easily be shown to be admissible if judgements C ; ?`M : were allowed, and therefore we will use them in the examples. is, at best, a or the degree they have in the argument. This is where we use the^operation ( 3 ). Nevertheless, we are able to make a special case when the argument is a variable (whose degree is 0): anticipating that the function is an abstraction yN, thus typed using an assumption about y, we may consider that its degree is the one of y, instead of a^0 = 0 (see the Lemma 4.5 below). This is important for our purpose, where we should not always reject (let rec x = Gx in M). Let us see an example. Since . . .
C` 6 ^1 we have, for the term f x(fx), the typing shown in Figure 8 where C = t:: ;; t 0 :: ;; q 6 p (omitting the proof of C`f : (t p ! t 0 ); x: t). In the examples that follow, we shall often omit the use of the degree weakening rule, when it amounts to use obvious inequalities like 6 ^1. To see why we need the meet operation, the reader may try to type f(gx), where the degree of x depends on the nature of both f and g. In the Introduction, we said that we may call protective a function whose ( 3 ) For simplicity, our presentation of the type system is additive , in the sense that the components of a binary construct share the same typing context. However, we may have to use the degree weakening rule, hence the meet, to keep to this pattern. ! . Since we are using degree variables, this has to be slightly extended: we say that M is protective if it has a type a ! in a context C ;? such that C 6 a 6 0. For instance, this is the case with C;`K: p ! q ! where K = x y x (and C` :: ; and C` :: ;). This is a more general typing than C;`K:
One may notice that in the rule for the let construct, we use the value polymorphism approach of SML 35] (also proposed by Wright 53] ), to solve the di culties in polymorphic typing due to imperative features. The rule for the let rec construct is the only one involving a real i.e. possibly unsatis able constraint on degrees, namely 1 6 An example of a program from the functional ML fragment of the language that is rejected by our type system as any other faulty expression, as we shall see , is (let rec x = F(xV ) in x) where F is the combinator z y y. Observe that this expression would be typable provided that V has some type with a standard typing rule for let rec expressions, that is omitting the constraint on the degree of the recursive variable, but that it is an irreducible expression which is not a value. Conversely, types are, as usual, only approximations, and some expressions are rejected that actually do not cause any trouble. For instance, assigning degree 0 to variables that appear in a function position, that is at the left of an application, is sometimes overly pessimistic, as in (let rec x = (Fx)V in ) where x 6 2 fv(V ) for instance.
The functional core of the language concentrates all the subtelties of the use of degrees the rest of the type system is quite trivial, and in particular there is not much choice in the typing of the record constructs: as we said, the extension operation hM;`= Ni is strict, and thus requires that M is a record not containing the label`, and similarly the strict restriction operation (Mn`) requires to be present in M. Then there is no ambiguity in typing these operations. Admittedly, having to check the well-formedness of record types complicates the system, in a way that has nothing to do with the problem of typing safe recursion, but we think that solving this problem is only worth if this has some application, and that an interesting one is in modelling object-oriented constructions.
Type Safety
In this section we prove our rst technical result, asserting that typable programs cannot go wrong , that is they do not entail any run-time error. A rst step towards this property is the following: Lemma We proceed by induction on the inference of C ;x: (8C 0 : ) ; `M : , and by case on the last rule used to infer this sequent. This rule can only be either the degree weakening rule, or a rule depending on the structure of M. In the rst case, we simply use the induction hypothesis, and the degree weakening rule to conclude. Then we assume for the rest of the proof that the last rule is not the degree weakening rule; that is, we proceed by induction on the structure of M. If M = x, we have C`(8C 0 : )
, that is = S( ) for some S 2 Sub(C 0 ; C), hence also S 2 Sub(C 00 ; C) where C 00 = C 0 ; C. By the Lemma 4.3 we have C ; ?`N : , since S is the identity for the variables occurring in ?, which are included into dom(C 6 . Otherwise, that is if x 2 fv(M 0 ) and y 2 fv(N), we have = ^ 0 , and therefore (since M is not pure, for M 1 is not a pure expression) C` (y) 6 . This concludes the proof in this case.
The case of (let rec y = M 0 in M 1 ) is similar, and all the other ones are easier.
To establish the subject reduction property, we also need a replacement lemma (see 52]) and a form of weakening involving generic instantiation of type schemes. Lemma Notice that an expression of the form (set V ) where V is neither a variable nor a location is both a value and a faulty expression, which is then rejected by the type system.
Type Reconstruction
In this section we prove that the standard result about typability in ML, namely that one can compute a principal type for any typable program, extends to our language. Regarding the record calculus, this was established by Jategaonkar and Mitchell 26], though with a di erent view of row variables. Then the main novelty here consists in showing that a typable program has a (computable) type which is the most general one also for what regards the degrees. Nevertheless, since our approach is slightly di erent from that of 26], we present the type reconstruction algorithm in full details.
The data for the type reconstruction algorithm are a constraint C, a type assignment and a term M, and the algorithm, if it does not fail, yields a type , a degree assignment , a constraint C 0 and a substitution S 2 Sub(C; C 0 ) such that C 0 ; S( ) `M : is a valid typing. As usual, type reconstruction involves solving veri cation conditions. Here we have not only to solve type equations, by means of uni cation, but also degree inequalities. Then our veri cation conditions are of the form (Q: A ; E) where Q is a sequence of existential quanti cations 9t over type variables;
A is a set of annotation assertions :: L and of degree inequalities of the form a 6 ; E is a set of type equations = (to be solved), and of degree equations, of the form a = b or = 1.
Notice that the degree equations that we have to deal with are quite trivial to solve (recall that a and b are either constants, 0 or 1, or variables, but do not involve the^operation). We shall only deal with veri cation conditions (Q: A ; E) satisfying the requirement that the type variables occurring in the equations of E also occur in the annotation assertions of A. We use existential quanti cation to deal with the fresh variables that the algorithm may introduce (see 27]). Let us denote by fv(E), and similarly var(Q), the set of (type and degree) variables occurring in E (resp. in Q). As one can see, if (C; S) is a solution of (Q: A ; E), then S is the identity for the variables that do not occur free in this veri cation condition. We shall use the notation (Q: C ; S) for soved forms. Such a solved form has an obvious solution, namely (C; S) where S = f t 0 i 7 ! i j i 2 I g f q j 7 !a j j j 2 J g. We can check that S 2 Sub(C 0 ; C) where C 0 = f t 0 i :: ; j i 2 I g, using the following Lemma (again, the proof is straightforward). Now we de ne the transformations of veri cation conditions. First, we have a set of transformations to decompose if this does not fail a set of annotation assertions A into a constraint C. These transformations A B A 0 are described in Figure 9 , where we do not include the rule that decomposing annotation assertions holds up to -conversion of type schemes. In this gure, Cnt denotes the restriction of C to variables di erent from t, that is The following lemma asserts the correctness of this decomposition process. Now we show how to decompose veri cation conditions we still use the notation B. As usual (see 27]), the intention is that this decomposition either fails, meaning that the veri cation condition has no solution, or terminate on a solved form, while preserving the set of solutions. The decomposition relation, including decomposition of annotation assertions and of type equations, is described in Figure 10 , where we use some loose notations (such as = 0 ; E for f = 0 g E) and a notion of fresh variable, meaning not occurring in the current context . In the clauses (14) and (15) we use the symbols e and x to denote respectively either a type or degree expression, and either a type or degree variable. In the last rule S denotes a set of equations satisfying the clause (8) (Q: p 6 ; p 6 ; A ; E) B (Q: p 6 ^ ; A ; E) (9) (Q: 0 6 ; A ; E) B (Q: A ; E) (10) (Q: 1 6 ; A ; E) B (Q: A ; = 1; E) (11) (Q: A ; ( ^ ) = 1; E) B (Q: A ; = 1; = 1; E) (12) (Q: A ; q = a; E) B (Q: fq 7 !agA ; q = a; fq 7 !agE) (13) where q 2 (fv(A) fv(E)) ? fdg (Q: A ; e = e; E) B (Q: A ; E) (14) (Q: A ; e = x; E) B (Q: A ; x = e; E) (e 6 2 Var; x 2 Var) (15) (20) f :: C(t) j t = 2 S g; C B C 0 (Q: C ; S) B (Q: C 0 ; S) f t = j t = 2 S & C 6 :: C(t) g 6 = ; n is the number of degree inequalities in A, that is the number of elements of K, n 0 is the number of type variables which do not occur only once as the left hand side of some equation of E, but may occur in A (in particular this number is strictly positive if E contains an INRIA equation = t, or t = ; E 0 and t occurs elsewhere), plus the number of degree variables which do not occur only once as the left hand side of some equation of E, n i is the number of inequations of size i in A, plus the number of equations of size i in E, (9), (10) and (11) strictly decrease n, that is the number of degree inequalities in A. The rules (12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19) strictly decrease some n i (notice that (19) does not decrease the sum of the size of the type equations). The rule (15) strictly decreases the number m of equations of the form = t (and possibly also n), and the rules (13) and (20) An immediate corollary is: Corollary 5.8. If a veri cation condition is solvable, then it has a most general solution.
We denote by Sol(Q: A ; E) the most general solution of the veri cation condition (Q: A ; E), if it exists (in which case it is unique, up to a permutation of the variables). Now, coming back to the issue of type inference, we describe the algorithm for type reconstruction as a function Type(C; ; M) = ( ; ; (C 0 ; S)), with the idea that S 2 Sub(C; C 0 ) and C 0 ; S( ) `M : . However, this will be true only if C` . We could report a failure otherwise, but we shall actually use the algorithm only in this case. We assume here that M does not contain any location, although the algorithm could easily be extended to cover this case too, and that assigns some type to each free variable of M (we should otherwise report a failure). The function Type is de ned up to -conversion performed in and M, and the type and degree variables introduced by the algorithm are implicitly assumed to be fresh. In the de nition of the algorithm, we use the notation Snt for the substitution that coincides with S, except for (Snt)(t) = t. We also abusively write SnC for the substitution that coincides with S, except on dom(C), where it is the identity. We denote by C the constraint de ned as follows: (C ) deg = C deg and (C ) typ = C typ fv( ).
When we write (C 0 ; S) = Sol(Q: A;E) in the de nition of Type( ; M), we mean that the algorithm reports a failure (treated as an exception) in the case where Sol(Q: A ; E) does not exist, and similarly when A B C 0 is used.
If ( To establish the correctness of the algorithm, we rst prove a preliminary lemma. If M = xN then = S 0 (t) p ! , = 1 and C 0 = fp 6 (x)g C 0 where ( ; ; (C 0 ; S 0 )) = Type(ft:: ;g C; fx: tg ; N) and S = S 0 nt. Since t is fresh, and in particular t 6 2 fv( ), we have S( ) = S 0 ( ). By induction hypothesis C 0 ;x: S 0 (t) (x) ; S( ) `N : , hence, by the Lemma 4.2(iii), p 6 (x); C 0 ; x: S 0 (t) Then the veri cation condition (C 0 ; fS 0 (t) = 0 ; 0 (x) = 1g) has a solution. Let (C 1 ; S 1 ) be its most general solution, so that S 0 0 = S 0 1 S 1 , and let C 2 be C 1 nfv(S 1 S 0 ( )), if N is pure, and C 2 = ; otherwise. We have C 0`( 8C 2 :S 1 S 0 (t)) (8C 00 : ), hence C 0 ; x: (8C 2 :S 1 S 0 (t)) ; S( ) 0`M 0 : by the Lemma 4.8. Then by induction hypothesis Type(C 1 ? C 2 ; fx: (8C 2 :S 1 S 0 (t))g S 1 S 0 ( ); M) = ( 1 ; 1 ; (C 0 ; S 0 )) and there exists S 00 such that S 0 1 = S 00 S 0 , = S 00 ( 1 ), C 0` 6 S 00 ( 1 (x)) and C 0` 0 6 S 00 ( 1 ). Finally we have Type(C; ; M) = ( 1 ; ; (C 0 ; S 0 S 1 S 0 )) where It is easy to check that C 0` 6 S 00 ( ).
Finally, combining the soundness and completeness properties, we get our second main result:
Theorem (Type Reconstruction) 5.12. If there is no C such that C` , or if C` and Type(C; ; M) fails, then for any degree assignment , the expression M is not typable in the context C ; . If is closed, that is fv( ) = ;, and C ; `M : for some C, and , then Type(;; ; M) succeeds, returning ( ; ; (C 0 ; id)), so that C 0 ; `M : , and there exists S2Sub(C 0 ; C) such that = S( ) and C` 6 S( ). One may observe that, thanks to the Lemma 5.5, there is a C such that C` if and only if there exists C such that C( ) B C where C( ) is the set of annotation assertions to validate in order for to be acceptable, that is C(x 1 : 1 ; : : : ; x n : n ) = f 1 :: ;; : : : ; n :: ;g.
Object-Oriented Programming
In this section we illustrate the expressive power of our calculus, as regards object-orientation, both from an operational and from a typing point of view. To this end, we will introduce a few derived constructs. Our approach to object-orientation is mixin-based. The notion of a mixin has been introduced in object-oriented programming langages of the 80's, mainly in langages based on Lisp. In 7], it has been advocated as the building block for inheritance, and has recently received some attention, see for instance 3, 5, 22] . Roughly speaking, a mixin is a class de nition parameterized over its superclass (there is some similarity with the parameterized classes of Eiffel 
33] and the virtual classes of Beta 31]). Let us introduce some informal terminology:
an object is the xpoint ( x Gen) of a generator (cf. 13]). a generator is a function of a self parameter, returning a record of elds and methods. Then a typical generator value is thus sh elds methods i like for instance the empty generator shi, and an object is therefore a recursive record, as in 11, 14, 46, 51] . Notice that for a generator to be able to generate some object, the type of self (that is, s) should be uni able with the type of the record returned by the generator, and moreover the generator must be a protective function. a eld is like any ordinary eld in a record, either mutable or not. In an object generator, a eld is not supposed to contain the self parameter. a method is a eld in a record, whose value is a thunk , that is a function of a dummy parameter (just to freeze evaluation at this point). A method explicitly depends on two parameters, super and self, representing respectively the current object as a member of the superclass, and as a member of the current class, as far as the ownership of methods is concerned (these parameters are not keywords; rather, they are bound names, subject to -conversion). We use a special syntax for invoking a method`of an object, di erent from selection, namely (M (`) ( to initial values of the instance parameters, usually determining the initial state of the object, and to the empty generator, that is:
If the class, or more appropriately the parameterized mixin C has no instance, because the type of self is not uni able with the type of the record returned by the generator, we say that the class is abstract. To inherit a class, one has to extract from it the mixin it returns. This is usually done by applying the class to formal parameters, i.e. (C y 1 y n ), which are instance parameters of the subclass, but one may more generally inherit the class as (C N 1 N n ).
Having thus informally described our model for objects and inheritance, we now introduce some corresponding syntax to de ne mixins and objects, extending the language as indicated in Figure 11 .
We could also add a notation for eld override, but this can actually be written (without`; var`= N 0 ) or (without`; cst`= N 0 ). We use the same notation for method override than for overriding a eld in a record, although these are not exactly the same operations. The interpretation of the extended language into the core language is given in Figure 12 , by means of a translation ] ] which is the identity as regards the core constructs. In this gure, we use :M to denote a thunk, that is an abstraction over a variable which does not occur in M. In the translation of mixins, the variables g, s and z are supposed to be fresh. Then one can see that, in particular, a eld has no knowledge of the self parameter, since s does not occur in N] ], whereas the super and self parameters of a method are instantiated into s and z, with z = gs, respectively. We have adopted a sophisticated interpretation of (T; T 0 ), involving -expansion, to avoid using this construct with arguments of inappropriate type (for the same reason we have introduced a dummy declaration let z = gs in the interpretation of inherit M). However, one should understand (T; T 0 ) simply as g(
Regarding the derived typing of the extended language, we rst observe that, since it is a thunk, a method in a mixin always has a type of the form (t p ! ) (with no constraint on p), and that ( 4 ) this notion of a class is slightly non-standard, since there are some mixins that one would not normally call classes . Indeed the name mixin is sometimes used only for classes that are not intended to be instantiated into objects. The derived typing of the mixin constructs is given in Figure 13 , which we now comment. A rst observation is that the type of a mixin is generally quite big. Although this is clearly very important from a pragmatic point of view, we shall not in this paper attempt to introduce meaningful abbreviations regarding these types except for the type of methods , since our purpose is mainly to experiment with a preliminary language design.
M (`]
A mixin has a type of the form ( a ! 0 ) b ! c ! 1 where ( a ! 0 ) is the type of the generator argument (associated with the superclass), so that is the type of self and 0 is the type of the super parameter, and 1 is the type of the value returned by the mixin. In the examples that we shall examine, and 1 are open record types, that is ht;`1 : # 1 ; : : : ;`n : # n i. In most models of typed objects, the latter usually is a xed record type, that is h`0 1 : # 0 1 ; : : : ;`0 n : # 0 n i, taken as representing the type, or the interface of the class. In our model, a class being a mixin depends on a superclass whose value is only xed at object creation time, and this explains the open type. We must also point out that, in most models of typed objects, except the one of Wand 51] that we follow (see also 18]), the type of self is supposed to be a subtype of the type of the class. In particular, self is generally supposed to support all the methods o ered by the class. Since we are inferring types of variables from their usage in expressions, this will generally not be the case here, and therefore the type of self is a useful information to know about the type of a mixin. Notice that for a class to have some instance, one must be able to solve the equation = 1 , as required in the type of new. We could at compile time declare the class to be abstract if this equation has no solution. On the other hand, except for pathological uses of inherit M, a mixin is always a protective function of self (provided that the super-generator is protective too, which is obviously the case of ( 5 ) in the implementation, the dummy parameter of a method is forced to have type unit, and therefore any method values. Therefore we normally do not end up with an unsafe recursion when trying to create an object instance of a class. Now let us see examples illustrating the use of these derived constructs. Obviously, we do not claim that the examples we propose are interesting programs by themselves; they are just meant to give an idea of the exibility of the approach. They are all variations around the standard example in discussing models of objects, namely the point . We start by rewriting in our syntax the class of points that we gave in Section 2 using the standard notation for assignment, that is M .
. One can see that, up to some v -conversions, the translation of the mixin de ning the points is as follows: Here we inherit a point object, with a formal initial position x, and we decide to introduce a new kind of points, which we cannot move. The translation of this class is, again with some optimisation:
x g shgs; pos = ref xi
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Then we can create an object instance of that class, because the type of self, which is still ht 1 ; pos : int refi, may be uni ed with the type of the record returned by the class. This particular example may not look especially interesting we shall see later another example of the use of restriction. Some similar examples of excluding methods, like for instance building a class of stacks from a given class of dequeues, were given long ago by Snyder 46, 47] . Clearly, allowing such a reuse mechanism reinforces the fact that inheritance is not subtyping 14]. The fact that the type of self in the point class does not contain any reference to the move method can be exploited in another way: we may rede ne this method with a type which is unrelated (except for what it requires of self) to the one it has in the point class. For instance, one may decide to modify the move method, so that it now takes one further argument, which is a unit of measure. A feature which we might wish to have is the ability to perform some given procedure at each object creation from a class. For instance, we may wish to have a counter incremented, or some warning printed each time an object is created. The simplest way to do that is to pre x the de nition of the class with the appropriate procedure, as follows:
let iPoint = let n = ref 0
in let init = x (n . . !n + 1) ; print_string "new point number " ; print_int !n; print_string " at " ; print_int x ; print_newline(); in x (init x) ; (point x) in We could also incorporate the initialisation procedure as a method in the class, thus gaining the ability to invoke other methods. In this case, to create an object we would use the function:
All the previously introduced classes are typable, and objects may be created from them. Up to now, the form of inheritance that we have used is quite standard in that we always speci ed the inherited superclass some kind of point , while adding, modifying or removing some of its ingredients. However, mixins are really means to transform classes, getting new ones by applying the mixin to various superclasses, thus reusing the transformation. Here is a more mixin-oriented example: coloring an object. We de ne the coloring mixin as follows: The colorPoint for instance is typable, because we may unify the types that the self parameter has in the point and coloring classes, which are respectively ht 1 ; pos : int refi and ht 0 1 ; color : t 0 0 refi. Notice that the polymorphism associated with the let-construct, and more speci cally the polymorphism o ered by Wand's row variables is crucial here for the inheritance mechanism to work properly, where one usually employs some form of subtyping (see 10, 21] ). This kind of polymorphism allows us in particular to reuse the coloring mixin in various contexts. Obviously, the type system would reject a composition of mixins making incompatible requirements about the type of self, like for instance having a common eld with di erent (i.e. non-uni able) types. Although we do not use a subtype relation, it is obviously possible to write explicit coercion functions, like for instance: colorless = x(xncolornpaint) Notice that (colorless x) is the same object as x, in the sense that they share the same state, apart from what regards the color. Alternatively, one can use pattern-matching (see 26]) to extract a sub-object : asPoint = xhpos = x:pos; move = x:movei To get a less structural view of subtyping, we could also attach this function as a method of the point class, writing it as: meth asPoint(z; s) = hpos = s:pos; move = s:movei. Again, (asPoint x) is, as a point, the same object as x. We cannot use a similar technique to make a copy of a point, since it is not possible to break the (recursive) binding of self in the move method. We should instead use another function, namely:
Since a mixin is a class transformer, it may introduce some new ingredients elds or methods while relying on the fact that some other ingredients will be provided by the superclass these could be called virtual . This shows up in the type of self (or super), and therefore the type system will reject any attempt to create an object instance of such an abstract class. An example is: resetPos = mixin(meth reset(z; s) = x(s:pos .
.
x))
This mixin can be reused (inherited), but not instantiated, since typing (new resetPos) would involve solving the equation ht 1 ; pos : t 0 refi = hmeth reset : t 0 ! uniti, which is impossible. This mixin is intended to be used in combination with another one that introduces a pos eld. To illustrate the use of the renaming facility, we elaborate on the last example: we rede ne the reset method so that it updates not only the position, but also the color of an object (of some superclass), while keeping the possibility of updating the position only. Notice that it would be wrong that is, the type system would complain using overriding to de ne the reset method here, because after renaming it into resetPos, it is no longer present. We have omitted some parentheses here, and it should indeed be possible to prove that inheritance by composition is associative, with respect to some observational semantics. The order in which the components are introduced in the inheritance chain is also sometimes irrelevant: we could commute inherit(resetablePoint x) and inherit(coloring c) in the example without a ecting the result, but the type system rejects inconsistencies de nition of methods (or elds) already present or required that would arise if we had written one of these two ingredients after inheriting resetPosColor. Then multiple inheritance is restricted here to a linear pattern where the ingredients are introduced from left to right, and can be used or overriden subsequently, but not re-introduced. Typically, inheriting twice the same class, either directly or indirectly, is forbiden, if this class introduces some new eld or method. An issue that we have not discussed is that of the visibility of the ingredients of a class. In our previous examples, one can always externally update the state of a point p, that is, its position, simply by executing a statement p:pos . .
However, in some cases we would like to forbid such a manipulation (see 21] for some examples). In many object-oriented programming languages, the visibility of the elds, and of some of the methods of a class is, implicitly or explicitly, restricted to inheriting classes and/or to objects instances of the same class. In this paper we do not investigate this issue, leaving this for further work, but we merely notice that one may always use the let construct to achieve state encapsulation, as in for instance. This approach, where the elds are strictly private to objects but may be given access to by means of methods is the one advocated by Snyder in 46, 47] . We could indeed have adopted a strict interpretation of elds (this can actually be done simply by removing the related constructs), but we think in some cases it may be worth having more opportunities for inheritance.
A feature we would like to add to our language is the ability to return, or send self. For instance, we may wish to attach the colorless function as a method of the coloring mixin, writing it as meth colorless(z; s) = sncolornpaint Another typical example is a method for cloning an object, that we could de ne using recursive classes, as in 14]: let rec clonablePoint = x mixin ( inherit(point x); meth clone(z; s) = new(clonablePoint(!s:pos)) ) However, to be able to type this class, and instances of the coloring mixin extended with the colorless method, we should extend the type language with recursive record types t: . This is also necessary INRIA for typing a subject/observer interaction, where a subject notify itself to an observer, like in: Notice that one could modify the notify method, so that it transmits a restricted view of the current object, like for instance: meth notify(z; s) y:z ( notify y o (snposnmove) Sending objects, including self, to other objects is a natural way of programming in a higher-order, functional language, and therefore adding recursive record types is a natural extension to consider, which does not interfere with the typing of safe recursion. It would be interesting to see how our model, thus extended with recursive types, supports programming of various patterns that have emerged from object-oriented programming practice (cf. 23]).
Related Work
The issue of imposing restrictions on recursive de nitions to ensure that they de ne something is not at all a new one: many examples of notions of contractive or guarded recursive de nitions may be found, for instance in formal language theory (Greibach's normal form of context-free grammars), process calculi or co-inductive types theories. In a language like ML, recursion is usually restricted to the form (let rec f = xN in M), but as we discussed in the introduction, this does not suit our purpose. This has been recently generalized to deal with recursive modules by Harper & al. 15] , who use a valuability predicate, drawing upon Moggi's existence predicate. However, this again does not suit our purpose: for one thing, we wish to accept recursive expressions with evaluation that yields some computational e ects. Moreover, in order to create objects instance of a class, we need to accept expressions like (let rec x = (Gx) in M), as we have pointed out, and this hence in particular our xpoint combinator x = f(let rec x = fx in x) is rejected by the valuability system of 15]. As far as I can see, no obvious solution to this speci c problem emerges from the literature.
Regarding the modelling of objects, the literature is quite rich we have mentioned a bit of it in the introduction. We did not formally compare our model to other ones, but it should be clear that, as far as objects (not mixins) are concerned, what we propose is very close to Reddy's denotational semantics of classes and objects 40], and to the cyclic record semantics (see 2], with the di erence that we do not have to use assignment to model method override). Reddy did not deal with types however (nor with operational semantics), while this is our main concern. The mixin-based constructs we proposed are very close to the ones introduced by Bracha in the design of Jigsaw 8]; they are here integrated, by means of a formal interpretation, into an implicitly typed language. As we said in the introduction, most of the proposed models that include the main features of object-oriented programming use higher-order type theories, for which type reconstruction is not available. Palsberg has explored the type inference problem for fragments of Abadi and Cardelli's object calculi 37, 38] , but these calculi do not have the principal type property. As a matter of fact, with the exception of OCaml ( 6 ), none of the object models we have cited supports principal type inference la ML.
The OCaml's model 44] integrates a class-based object layer into the ML language. The operational semantics is self-application, that is, the current object is substituted for self in the body of the method which is invoked. However, methods are not functions of self (but nonetheless regarded as values), as in Abadi and Cardelli's calculi for instance: self is a special variable that occurs free in the methods, as in the recursive record semantics of objects. As a consequence, typing is similar to the one of Wand's model, with speci c type constructions for classes and objects, though class types are not arrow types, but depend on the type of self given by the typing context. This is not exactly the model of the OCaml language 30] however, in which a class body begins with a statement object(s), which is a binding for a self parameter. This is needed if one has to program with nested classes for instance. The semantics of this speci c binder is not formally described; a class body is a value, but when an instance object is created, the scope of this binder is opened to evaluation (more precisely, the state part of the object is evaluated, but not the method part).
Apart from the fact that OCaml is, as a programming language, obviously much more elaborate than the preliminary design we proposed, there are some di erences, and also strong similarities between the two models. Indeed, we do not claim our object model is by itself original: as we said, it is very close to the one of Jigsaw 8] , and was also strongly inspired by the one of OCaml. For instance, although in OCaml classes are not rst class, and there is no explicit mixin facility, the inheritance mechanism is very close to the one we have adopted with a di erence regarding how to use super, however. Also, we may use a restriction operation over classes, which is absent from OCaml. Another di erence is that we do not require elds to be private to objects. In this paper, we have favoured an object encoding approach, rather than an object calculus approach which is the one of OCaml , with the idea that this, in particular, should provide us with rm foundations for the typing of object-oriented constructs. One can see for instance that in OCaml, although the type system is very close to Wand's one, the typing of some constructions is not as general as it could be. For instance, method overriding is invariant, as far as types are concerned, and in the typing of classes, the type of self is required to extend the record type of methods, and this prohibits reusing classes by restricting their set of methods.
Encoding objects as recursive records obviously relies on some record calculus. One could in principle use standard, xed records, as in 17] for instance, but this is not quite compatible with the idea of reusing code, since in inheriting from a class, one would have to explicitly include the method list of the superclass (as it is done also in 2]). Various calculi of records that are extensible in some sense have been studied, starting with Wand's one 49] (some initial di culties with principal typing were later solved, see 26, 36, 41, 51] ). For instance, various forms of record concatenation, symmetric or asymmetric, have been considered, see 25, 42, 50] . In this paper we have chosen to use, mainly for a simplicity reason, a strict version of Cardelli and Mitchell's calculus 12], with a ( 6 ) and also obviously Wand's model, which is however not expressive enough. The OML language of Reppy and Riecke 45] also supports principal typing, but not inheritance.
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simpler typing however, where we express negative information by means of annotations rather than using subtyping and bounded quanti cation. Our record calculus is equivalent to the one of Jategaonkar and Mitchell 26] , who use a form of pattern-matching. There are some limitations with our choice: for instance, we only allow a limited form of (linear) multiple inheritance, but multiple inheritance is well-known to be di cult to manage (see 47] for instance). Also, one must be aware of the names of methods of the superclass when inheriting from it, in order to decide whether to use extension or overriding. However, the type system warns the designer of the heir class about unintentional con icts.
Conclusion
In this paper we have adapted and extended Wand's typed model of classes and objects to an imperative setting, where the state of an object is a collection of mutable values. Our main achievement is the design of a type system which only accepts safe let rec declarations, while retaining the ability to construct a principal type for a typable term. The type reconstruction algorithm, as well as an interpreter of the language presented in this paper (including the mixin constructs), have been implemented by Pascal Zimmer. The rst experiments he has made con rm that, since the equations on degree expressions that we have to handle are very easy to solve, the task of building a principal type is not more complicated than in the standard case.
We believe that our type system does not impose any new restriction on the underlying language, where recursion is limited to (let rec x = N in M) where N is a value: it should not be di cult to
show that a term of this language is typable, without using degrees, if and only if it is typable, with the same type, in our system, thus showing that our typing is a conservative extension of the usual one, if we forget about degrees. We also believe that our system can be extended to include more types, since only the core functional fragment is concerned with the technicalities arising from the degrees. Another issue to investigate is whether our approach may be applied to other situations where programming with recursive non-functional values could help.
